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July 7th show *They tried to connect a system to jpm with assets and screwed it up 

 

They tried to siphon everything out of JPM and allocate other currencies against it and failed 

 

No luck in anything they tried And we caught it all and sent it to agencies *strong rumors Michael 

Aquino has been busted and his homes in BC have been raided *Huge ritual to call in demons 

sunday, Failed. They tried to open a portal or something to bring in "demons" to help them, it was a 

bit crazy last weekend But a lot of fighting *oh and in the other news the proposed rv/gcr failed 

again, and contrary to what is being told in CV , no the republic is not restored, general dunford will 

not be leading the country, et's will not be landing anytime soon, there is enough here already 

messing shit up without adding more to the mix, Drake was fed the exact same info at the exact 

same time in 2013, either he is stuck in the 2013 loop or someone is taking the piss out of him, if it 

is the latter, message to them we will have our day with you, mark my words. 

 

Plagarism, well I am not the first or only one it is happening to and wont be the last, we all use each 

others opinions, knowledge or material from time to time, but I can hold my hand up and state I 

have often on this show referenced other people's words or shows many times, and I think because 

of that, some of you feel strong that others should follow suit, it would be nice yes. *this is in 

response to more than a few members asking about the recent video Randy and Dani F'ing 

McKenny (call me old fashioned but I dont see the need to cuss all the way through any show or 

otherwise, least of all by a female - Spencer W. Kimball — 'Profanity is the effort of a feeble brain 

to express itself forcibly' discussion which appears to be in response to something I elaborated more 

on in a recent show, but have been chipping away with that narrative over a prolonged period of 

time, and was regarding the 4 year loop and I know many of you are asking why I wasn't involved 

in it, or the recent Corey Goode exposure saga and why I was ignored on that as well, and why lots 

of my theories and intel are being splattered here and there, with again no apparent reference or 

what's even worse distorted spins put on it. Those that know me know I always shun being over 

praised or seeking recognition, I don't self promote, as it is not what I am here for or what I am 

about, but I do understand the angst of more than a few members now not happy I have been 

overlooked, disregarded or even been given a minor reference, or had chunks of my show lifted and 

transported into other shows with no reference and in some cases with little to no understanding of 

what was being stated. Well there could be many reasons for me being ignored or overlooked, 

perhaps others feel that my input is not valid enough? bit it can also be seen as a confirmation of 

your work and so in essence a compliment. Some may feel they need to compete, some may feel 

they want to control the narrative and some may just like the idea of having no material themselves, 

cant be arsed researching and so just steal others ideas, theories, opinions and pass it off as their 

own, youtube is riddled with those people, none of them have any inside contacts or intel and just 

burble on, on what are their interpretations of what is going on, some will get some of it correct, but 

mostly it is like throwing shit onto a wall and hoping some of it sticks, they will all get exposed as 
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the masks come down, but I will just keep on doing what I do which is to get information out and 

share intel, hidden stories and theories of which I have many, only a few of which I have revealed, 

as that is the way I choose to be. I believe the way I have chosen to do this show is what is best for 

all the listeners and members, a steady flow of disclosure that allows people of all stages of learning 

to get a grasp of and an understanding of what is being said, unlike others this host discounts 

nobody. Do I wish more would listen or have more members? in some aspects yes as I feel more 

would be in a better place and understanding within themselves now, the comparison between our 

groups and others is marked. Look at what is happening in other groups? all arguing, slating and 

hating on each other and in general projecting their own inner failings, THI is 13 months old and 

how much have we seen of that type of behavior on the FB or Mewe page. 

 

So for those that wish to know this is my story on this loop, It does involve CERN, project looking 

glass and also the galactic crossing. Back in around 2004 I read a document on project looking glass 

where it stated a few things but the main one that stuck with me was, on January 1st 2013 the screen 

goes blank, no more viewing, now some took this as a complete and total end of times, were all 

going to die etc, I took it as there end not ours. In early 2012 Bill Wood mentioned project looking 

glass and how at the end of that year the screen goes blank, so this was a further conformation. The 

Galactic alignment lasts 36 years it started in 1980 (ww3) and ended in 2016, CERN started being 

built at half way point of the 36 year alignment in 1998 and completed in 2008, it the alignment 

happens every 26K years, and basically this is what the Mayan long calendar is all about. It is in 

relation to the suns positions on the winter solstice, 3000 years ago we were in alignment with what 

is known in astrological terms as the dark rift, now on december 21st 2012 we were in the exact 

center line of the milky way on the galactic equator. In 2012 we had all the ascension bs'ery mainly 

from Wilcock, channelers, the bs pleaidians etc which was a distraction from other events ongoing 

globally, of course lots of those events put out in the alternative media never came to fruition, 

Wilcock himself forecast he was special than all the rest of us and guaranteed he would be 

ascending on that date, oops. On Jan 1st 2013 I did a post on Universal Voice as many people were 

disappointed that certain mass arrests, ascension, Rv's and NESARA had not taken place, my view 

was that lets also look at what hasn't taken place in a different way, the key one is we are all still 

here, no fema camps, no 90% population reduction, no WW3, no NWO, as those 4 I suspected then 

and since confirmed had to be done before the end of 2012, after that I felt at the time was our time 

not theirs, the screen was blank as we the people had yet to write the new chapter. In middle of 

2013 I found out on a deeper level heard rumors previously about what they were planning with 

Cern and how they fired it all up for dec 21st and suddenly it all went boom and shut down a few 

days before and they were unable to get it fired up again in time for the solstice, this was offworld 

intervention. So what were they planning? as I understand they were trying to create an Einstein- 

Rosen bridge or better known as a wormhole or portal, at the precise point of the galactic alignment 

on December 21st 2012, this would have given them a way out of here, with the potential to leave 

behind earth blasted into dust via exotic weaponry and killshots, which would have been 

catastrophic for all of us here, but potentially catastrophic for the whole solar system as well, you 

have to remember galactic central sun is like all other suns - a portal, so if they successfully created 
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the bridge and they disappeared through the galactic center, the danger of potentially ripping this 

solar system in on itself and totally collapsing it behind them, they of course would be in another 

universe and so unaffected, but like all their big plans it failed. So I felt getting to Jan 1st 2013 was 

a big win for us, but perhaps a giant slap for the egoic one during the summer of that year things 

became a lot clearer for my understanding via knowledge, I had people around me with a deeper 

understanding of things that helped me learn quickly, and also stuff I began to witness first hand, all 

of which I have had documented and logged in some volume. Things came to me during dream time 

I had little understanding of at the time, but knew it was important to document it as it would all 

become clearer at a later date. I witnessed this solar system inside a portal/wormhole/vacuum I did 

warn certain others but was overlooked, now my theory on this is they managed to create the bridge 

but were unable to create the opposing open end, but has left us in limbo in the tube as i call it. 

Inside the tube there is 3 portals 2 of which takes us into a bad region of space, those 2 events have 

now passed and things were prevented from being catastrophic, there is another portal yet to come 

across, this maybe where the new earth is operating at a different vibration. Back in 2013 it was 

being terraformed and fauna, flora and certain species not human were introduced to the surface, 

although a certain few humans are overseeing the progress of it and is ongoing today. A large hit on 

CERN took place in 2014 when they were close to opening it again, the parts hit were later reported 

on msm exactly how the hit took place, this set them back a bit more in their race to complete 

before 2016. In late August 2015 CERN was energetically hit for the final time and this ended their 

plans to complete their task, it was game over before Simon Parkes and group did their meditation 

session, Cern people lied to public of when it was firing back up, it was a week to 10 days prior to 

Simons meditation. It was suspected that no further intervention was required against CERN but 

certain on ground people would still monitor it, up until the end of 2016. In 2013 I suspected we 

were in a 4 year loop to 2016 it was a theory at the time and wasn't really taken on board by 

colleagues too much, but as time went on it became more and more obvious, by early 2015 it 

became obvious and predicted we would see certain things repeat or play out over again to mirror 

2012, Wilcock and others started re-posting articles they had done in 2012, those that remember 

will recall me outing it on a show whilst still in CV. It was also predicted we may see a return of 

some of the bogus entities in alt media that suddenly all vanished or faded into the background after 

2012 -13 and yes that has taken place. By May of 2015 the path to me became clearer and I did a 

piece on Cosmic Voice asking for you all to focus solely on the self and prepare for what is coming, 

I mentioned dealing with our shadow sides and doing our inner work, mentioned about finding the 

inner and real version of you via meditation all in that one show, this was to give you all a chance to 

prepare for these times. From the back end of 2015 the cabal have been in panic mode, no means of 

escaping via craft and now no bridge out either, so that ended their plans of blowing us all up and 

them fleeing justice. In a show November 2016 I was asked what should all be doing now? the 

answer was the we should all stay calm and balanced, and make sure we are all still intact by the 

end of 2016, this was in reference to the 4 year loop or as I like to call it the 4 year cheat in the 

game. The end of 2016 arrived and in a show I mentioned what would be taking place this year, 

called the unravelling, said everything would start to unravel and reveal the ugly truth, I think we 

can all safely say we have witnessed that, but here is the kicker. I have mentioned recently about the 
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masks of illusion and how they would all come down, cabal are being exposed and exposing each 

other, alt media bs'ers being exposed and exposing each other. What are the masks of illusion? well 

we all have our own masks to cover various things inside and present ourselves in some case as 

being something we are not, acting rich to friends and showing off material wise when laboring in 

debt is a mask of illusion, others cry poverty when clearly they are not, another mask of illusion, 

others put on brave face to cover trauma but it is a mask, others say they are sto when they are of 

the self, others acting like freedom warriors when they are agents for the cabal, again all a mask and 

not the true version of the self, well. What If I told you all the masks of illusion of not only the 

cabal but also all of us is coming down, unravelling if you wish and it will be displayed for all to 

see? have you dealt with your shadow sides, dealt with your imbalanced ego, dealt with inner 

traumas, dealt with your anger, dealt with your hurt, dealt with your lies, dealt with your weakness, 

dealt with your fears, dealt with your insecurities and dealt with your inner demons? if you have 

then you are a well rounded transparent human being and a case of what you see is what you get, 

those that haven't will see it all brought to the fore in its full glory, it has to be that way as I see it. 

Progress of humanity has been stalled due to our collective inability to face the truth in and of the 

self and what is all around us, now we have no choice but to face it, will it be fun? depends how far 

along you are? will it be ugly? absolutely, but humanity can no longer go on with our masks of 

illusion and expect real change to take place here. How can we expect to absorb or demand the full 

truth and all knowing, when we can't face our own truths? This is what we are witnessing now 

people exposing themselves for who and what they really are, they cannot hide behind the masks 

anymore, as they are all dropping like flies, what will emerge eventually is a realignment of our true 

selves in a full transparency, a chance to correct our own behaviors and the facades we put up 

towards others, a chance for us all to look in the mirror and see our true selves, and subsequently 

were we are all able to be more honest and open with each other and to ourselves. Nothing ever 

changed by doing nothing, you all know that, change only comes if you put in the work, in whatever 

field that may be. 

 

JAWS THEME SONG just when you thought it was safe for your kids to go back on the internet, 

up pops Corey not so good and David will cock you, whose real name is Eric L or EL meaning 

God. David thinks he is god. DW: Gather round kiddies time to be butt probed by the blue avians, 

only joking it is not harvest time yet, RA RA RA, but in the mean time tell your parents to come 

and buy our books, cd, magazines and this week's special, a full page pullout of david mastering his 

Nefertiti look by slanting his forehead, and next weeks watch the hilarious outakes Corey did in a 

new movie with him starring as Batman, watch Corey attempting to get into an adam west Batman 

costume, I think Corey has ate too many pies, maybe the blue avians can take corey's weight back to 

20 years ago and he might fit in the costume then, I nearly fell off my self loveseat in my 6 bedroom 

home watching that. DW: Hey Corey looks like we have a good crop of children here today, yes 

David but stop using harvesting terms like crop, otherwise people will get onto us, oops sorry about 

that, it's an insider joke Corey, sorry I know your not an insider yet, as you cant even get inside the 

Batman costume, one day you might reach my advanced level. 
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BATMAN SONG Now children did you all watch me on Ancient aliens? if you look closely you 

will see my eyes change color on different episodes, the blue avians taught me how to do that.  Now 

children I will have to look after you today as corey will be gone for 20 years again this week, 

where does the time go? so children "I am David a law of one self. Whilst Corey is away for 20 

years doing IT work for rogue corporations, in the past he set up and trained internet trolls for the 

agencies and govt, he also is an FBI infragard informant, he also saves the world from nasty et's, 

works with the Nazis for the SSp, Corey is so multi cultural he has meetings with hispanic generals 

named Gonzalez in the kuiper belt, SPEEDY GONZALEZ SONG, he mindmelds with Agarthans 

like karee, when he is not doing all that, he also finds the time to read old fiction books and then 

repeats the story's in my shows, we make lots of money doing that children, isn't it great kids, I get 

loads of money then I can spend all my time hob nobbing with the el-ites in Banff, and I also get to 

attend the el-ites costume parties like those portrayed in the eyes wide shut movie, I hope nobody 

on the internet has pics of me doing that, it is not good for my image. 

 

So let me tell you a bit about who we work for, which is Gaia tv, Gaia is an acronym for Gullible 

Assholes Inventing Aliens, but don't tell that to anyone as that is our little secret, otherwise that guy 

whose name Kerry forgets deliberately will come after us, erm what is his name again oh yes that's 

right Brandy maugans, he has the same sounding name, which is a sort of synchronicity as Jp as In 

JP morgan so he is illuminati as well, and that other guy who works for the illuminati Shane the 

Ruiner, people forget I used to have Shane as my intel guy and i called him Harry, but Harry started 

talking too much truth and was stifling my book sales, so Harry had to go, and then there is that 

other guy who I told my underling Neil Keenan and Drake to get rid of, Thomas Williams, my 

underling Neil Keenan did a piece I drafted for him to post, about Thomas being Illuminati, but I 

think Mr. Steele told Neil to retract it and so Neil went off to buy tequila and prostitutes with 

Drake's money. As Corey is gone for 20 years I can let you in on another secret, you know Corey 

meets Karee on these trips, well Karee wrote a song about her and Corey and gave it to the band 

Kansas back in 1976, here is that song CARRY ON OUR WAYWARD SON SONG 

 

Any questions children? yes Jordan what is your question, hey children wasn't Jordans interview 

with the CIA agent who also worked with one of my underlings called Neil Keenan great, thanks 

David, my question is I think me and Teresa made a mistake and went too far in Joshua tree the 

other week, and I think Teresa is pregnant, will she have a blue avian baby? David ooh my Jordan 

way to go, my teachings have had a big impact on you already I see, but the conference was not that 

type of Contact in the Desert we had in mind, dont worry about the baby we will do a ritual for you 

at Rhapsody, Rhapsody David where is that, ah it is just another of my little insider jokes I have 

Jordan, the ritual is at the Bohemian and we call it Rhapsody, see how clever us insiders are Jordan? 

anyway we will remove the baby, then we can sell it to my contacts at Children Integrating Anu 

group CIA for short, and onto the advanced research center at Area 52. 

 

Today Monday is a busy day for me as I draft up the article for Benjamin Fulford to put out in his 

name, I deliberately make mistakes on it, so I can chime in on his blog and correct him, then I can 
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tell people to come and buy my books, wow there was a synchronicity there, as I hadn't mentioned 

buy my books for exactly 5 minutes, i mean how much is that not a coincidence, exactly 5 mins 

which is 300 seconds, these types of synchronicities happen to me all the time, in fact I think I 

invented synchronicity. In my past life of Edgar Cayce I made load of predictions, but there are 

some nasty people in New York claiming I'm not really Edgar Cayce, but I think Edgar Cayce will 

be more pleased that me David Wilcoque has honored him, by me turning up and looking like him. 

Cayce wrote books like me see there is another one of my synchronicities. 

 

Hi Teresa you have a question for me, just let me just how say fantastic your show with Corey's 

wife was, it was perfect timing to re-affirm our message and have everybody follow us, like 

Hubbard, Parsons, Manson and Koresh before us, we will lead the people to our proposed promised 

land, so what is your question Teresa? Hi David, can I just say how great, marvellous and 

stupendous you are, everyone loves you and wants to be in your pants haha. well thanks Teresa I 

have been telling people that, on the come and buy my books and video blog called Divine Cosmos, 

I think my message is getting across now of how important I am. Yes David I agree, so david what 

would your advice be if mine and Jordans baby started crying too much, well I would take it to 

Auntie Kerry cassidy, look how she dealt with my wailing like a baby on her show, and uncle Jack 

Burns the Irish speaking off world ET will also help you like they helped me. Kerry will also help 

you to market the child by setting up a donations page, with a large percentage going to her as well, 

see how we all care and share in our group, as Corey said this is unity in the community. Just don't 

go to Uncle Sean david Morton for investment advice, the nasty people have objected to us making 

money for better causes, and poor Sean tried so hard to make money for better causes for himself 

and his wife. Ok now I want to introduce you to a member of my team his name is Emma Gold, his 

real name is Roger Richardhead ramsaur but he likes being called Emma, unlike pattie brassard, 

roger doesn't like dressing up in women's clothes, but he just likes to have a girl's name. DUDE 

LOOKS LIKE A LADY SONG Emma has many talents, like setting people up to do conferences 

and then stealing their ideas and time spent, you would think a nobody like Annette O'Toole would 

be greatful of the publicity we have given her, but no she is another of the nasties children who runs 

off to that talking eyebrows guy called The dark journalist, whose real name is Daniel Robillard, 

who patented and registered the name Dark journalist in 2013 and operates out of building housing 

shell companies in Mass, he also has an attorney called Henry S. Zak who works for the US govt, so 

he is very suspicious as well children and would advise you to stay away from his videos, he is just 

talking nasty about our Corey. Emma is the guy who looks after Corey, infact he is so nice he looks 

after many people including Aug Tellez. We have lots of friends who support us like the vegan 

Michael Salad, Michael started out on his career by stealing Alfred Weber's ideas and web page 

Expolitics.org, that type of ingenuinety we admire, and glad to have him on board.  

 

 


